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International Yoga Day (21st June)
O.P. Jindal School celebrated International Yoga Day by organizing a special yoga session
in which the students and teachers along with the Principal performed various
‘Pranayams’and 'asanas'. The main aim was to raise awareness and ignite a passion for
fitness and yoga among the students. In the present day when students face stress, tension,
fear, etc., simple asanas can help dispel these.

`
Yoga teachers taught the students various asanas such as Tadasana, Shashakasana,
Bhujangasana, Titlasan, Ardhachakrasana, Vajrasana, Uttanpadasana, Pawanmuktasana,
Swasasana Nadi Shodhan, Kapal Bhati and Bhramari, Anulom Vilom and Shitali Pranayam.
Which if practised everyday can enable us to live a very healthy life.

The Principal, Mr. R. K. Trivedi urged the children to practice Yoga which will help create
overall harmony of body and mind. He also motivated the students to make Yoga an
important part of their daily routine to stay fit and healthy.

International Day to combat Desertification and Drought (17th June)
To observe International day to combat desertification and drought, the Energy Club in
Collaboration with UNESCO Club of O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh had organized an Essay
Writing Competition. The main motto of the activity was to instill a sense of responsibility
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among the students to take initiatives to combat this issue of International Concern. The
event was intended to support environment awareness and provide information to students
about ways to help and care for the planet.

International Mother Earth Day (23rd April)
Earth day was enthusiastically celebrated within the premises by the students of middle
wing through an awareness program organized by Eco Club in collaboration with the
UNESCO Club of O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh. The presentation through thought, news,
speeches, recitation and dance tried to instill a sense of responsibility among the students
towards Mother Earth. A motivational PPT was presented to sensitize the young minds to
understand and act accordingly to the dire need of the hour.

The pre - primary wing of O.P. Jindal School also hosted various events in the honour of
Earth Day. The events were intended to support environment awareness and provide
information to students about ways to help and care for the planet. The main focus was to
educate the students about small ways by which they are able to help and protect the
planet both on and off the campus and encourage them to take those steps.
The students were given brainstorming sessions which made them aware about little things
like gifting plants as a birthday gifts, to use paper and jute bags instead of plastic bags,
using solar energy instead of electrical energy, to switch off the lights and fans when not in
use and conservation of water. The children were also given a logo of Earth day which will
remind them of the steps they have learnt in the school to save our mother earth.
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World Entrepreneurship Day (16th April 2018,)
On 16th April 2018, World Entrepreneurship day was observed by O.P. Jindal School
Raigarh. The Dept. of Commerce in collaboration with UNESCO Club presented an
informative and motivational show in the auditorium on this occasion.

The program was planned to make the students aware about the ground realities of
entrepreneurs. A PPT was presented focussing on the need and developments of programs
like Make in India and the start up for the development of the Indian Economy. A skit was
presented on the life of Ms. Kalpana Saroj, a renowned entrepreneur. The skit narrated the
struggle and the challenges of her life to become a successful entrepreneur by her
manegerial skills and talent. At the end, the gathering was addressed by honourable
Principal Sir, highlighting the development of skill and talent among the younger
generations. He focussed on the responsibilities of business entrepreneurs towards society
and the dire need of ethics in business.

World Health Day (7th April)
World Health Day held on 7th of April every year is a campaign globally recognized by the
World Health Organization (WHO). It is a day observed worldwide with the aim to promote
healthy living habits and thereby increase the life expectancy of people all around the
world.

In this academic session, a special assembly programme was organized at our school by
Jr .Red Cross Society in collaboration with Health & Wellness Club and UNESCO Club for
students in classes VIII, IX & X to observe World Health Day 2018.
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The programme began with a welcome address followed by speeches (in English & Hindi)
depicting the significance of observing that day & poem recitation in Hindi .A video based
on the theme of World Health Day was presented . This was followed by a health
counselling session which was conducted by our honourable Principal Mr. R.K Trivedi .
The following points were discussed during this health session:
 Importance of consuming natural fruits & vegetables
 Necessity of monitoring the haemoglobin percentage on a yearly basis (especially
for girl students)
 Health hazards associated with consumption of packed food items ,juices etc
 Importance of regular exercise/playing outdoor games for managing weight
 Adopting a healthy life style
In a nutshell, the programme was informative and attempted to provide essential
guidelines to the students so that they are able to keep themselves healthy and safe.

Republic Day (26th Jan. 2018)
The programme started with the arrival of the hon’ble chief guest, The Executive Director,
JSPL Mr. Pankaj Goutam who was escorted by the NCC cadets and a team of teachers. The
tri-colour was hoisted by the chief guest followed by National Anthem. The students of O.P.
Jindal school presented a patriotic group song to instill a sense of responsibility towards
our motherland. Students of standard 8 and 11 presented their marvellous oratory skills
through speeches, which left us spell-bound.
The inspiring speeches were given by honourable E.D. Sir and our revered Principal Mr.
R.K. Trivedi. The speeches altogether made a sensational approach to ponder on the
rampant issues of our society and the way we are addressing to those, as a citizen.
Students and teachers were specially invited by Hon’ble Chairman, Mr. Naveen Jindal to
attend the program at Polo Ground, where he presented his motivational speech. The
program concluded with sweets distribution.
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National Youth Day (12th Jan. 2018)

National Youth Day is celebrated to commemorate the birthday of our revered Swami
Vivekananda, the maker of Modern India. It was first declared by the Government of India
in the year 1984.
This day was celebrated under the flag of Literary and Dramatic Club on the eve of 153
birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda. With morning prayer, and lighting of lamps, our
beloved Principal sir, R.K. Trivedi inaugurated the programme.
Skits, dramas and song which were performed, mainly focused on the present generation,
left everyone touched. The participants, armed with sufficient matter and data made their
arguments more emphatic with their righteous facial expressions, body movements and
gestures. All the participants exhibited great dramatic skills. Students and teachers also
threw light on Swamiji’s life and his contribution for the social and economic upliftment of
the masses through motivating and enthralling speeches.
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Human Rights Day (11th Dec. 2017)
A morning assembly was conducted on 11/12/2017 on the occasion of Human Rights Day.
It began with prayer and school pledge. A thought was presented by Purnima Dutta of XI-H
to make people aware about Human Rights followed by a speech on Human Rights by
Simmran Sharma of XI-H . Few facts and figures relating to human Rights were presented
by Jaya Patel and Rajani Patel of XI-H.
Students were holding placards with quotations based on Human Rights to make the theme
more effective. Many charts and posters were displayed to increase the knowledge about
the same.
The program concluded with the address of the Principal in which he motivated the
students with his words of wisdom.

World Aids Day (1st Dec. 2017)
World AIDS Day, annually observed on December 1, is a time for reflection on what we have
achieved with regard to the national and global response to HIV, and what we still need to
achieve. This day is observed to raise awareness about AIDS and the global spread of the
HIV virus. Our school also actively contributed to this global endeavour.
This year the Jr. Red Cross Society , Eco Club, Health & Wellness Club of our school
collaboratively organized a special assembly program and other activities to make our
students aware of the significance of this day. Students in the Senior Wing (classes X-XII)
actively participated under the guidance of our dedicated team of teachers , school doctor
and counselor to make this event a successful one.
A special assembly was organized for classes X- XII on 1st December 2018. Students in
classes X to XII actively participated in this assembly by delivering thought , speeches and
self composed poems based upon the current year’s theme under the guidance of their
teachers ( Mrs. Radharani Rao, Mrs. Chandra Pareek and Mr. Mukesh Rathore). To further
enrich the learning experience of students, videos and power point presentations
prepared by the students of class X under the guidance of Dr. Monika Tripathi (school
doctor) and counselor (Mrs. Sujata Banerjee (counselor) were shown to the students. Our
Principal, Mr. R.K Trivedi was presented the AIDS ribbon by the Head Boy of the school)
This effort has garnered quite a lot of attention from the senior students and also raised
awareness among them. Other than that, these activities have come out to be a unique
awareness strategy actively involving the student community combat the problem of AIDS
and HIV.
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Flag Day- Communal Harmony (25th Nov. 2017)

To convey the importance of Flag and the message of Communal harmony, O.P. Jindal
School, Raigarh organized number of events from 21st to 26th November. 25th November
was observed as Flag Day and a special assembly was organized in the school auditorium.
School radio served as a very important media to convey the message of harmony and
brotherhood through speeches and songs. All the boards were designed in a special way to
convey the message of peace. The school choir presented a melodious song to observe the
day. Students of the Dramatic club presented a motivational skit on religious tolerance and
communal harmony. The assembly was concluded by the inspiring speech of our Hon’ble
Principal who emphasized on the power of tolerance and forgiveness.

World Peace Day (17th Nov. 2017)

World Peace Day was observed in the middle and senior wing of our school through an
enthralling activity. Serene and peaceful environment was created in the school by playing
Buddhist chants in the school radio. Children dressed to epitomize the medieval and
modern philosophers who had spread the message of peace. They visited all the classes and
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presented the ‘Peace card’ which depicted the message related to the conservation of peace
and harmony.

World Humanitarian Day (Heritage Club) (19th Aug 2017)

To Observe the World Humanitarian Day the heritage club of O. P. Jindal School organized
a number of activities to instill the feelings of respect and love amongst children for the rich
and diverse heritage that our country possess. A strong message PROTECT PRESERVE
AND PROMOTE Indian heritage was conveyed through display boards of school. The main
attraction of the event was Heritage Quiz 2017 which was held on 2017. The Quiz was
organized with lot of hard work & excitement. The enthusiastic students of various houses
presented a dazzling show by answering most of the questions. The Quiz concluded with a
short video on palaces of India followed by the inspiring words of Hon’ble Principal.
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Independence Day (15th Aug. 2017)

The programme started with the arrival of the hon’ble chief guest, The Executive Director,
JSPL Mr. Pankaj Goutam was escorted by the NCC cadets and a team of teachers. The
tricolour was hoisted by the chief guest followed by National Anthem. The students of O.P.
Jindal school presented a melodious patriotic song “Koumi Tirange Jhande”. Students
presented their oratory skills through speeches and poems which left us spell-bound.
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Honourable E.D. Sir and our revered Principal Sir. Mr. R.K. Trivedi addressed the gathering
with their motivational speeches which specially focused on the duties and responsibilities
as a citizen. The program concluded with sweets distribution.

Inter House Cross Country Race (RUN FOR CAUSE) (22nd July 2017)

An inter House Cross Country Race was organized at OPJS. Around 60 selected students
from different houses enthusiastically participated in the same. It was inaugurated by
Hon’ble Principal Mr. R. K. Trivedi . In this race, Sneh Kumar Yadav bagged 1st position
from Sarojini House, Vishwa Vijay Singh bagged 2nd position from Raman House and
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Abhishek Kumar Yadav bagged 3rd position from Nehru house in the boys category. K.
Srinidhi, Shreya Singh, Samiksha Goyal bagged first, second and third position respectively
were the winners in the girls category. The winners were awarded cash prizes, certificates
and mementoes.

***************
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Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking
International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking is observed on 26th June
every year. The effect of Drug Abuse is detrimental not only to the individual but to
the society as a whole. Dramatic club of our school organized a Script Writing
Competition for the students of classes VI to VIII. Dramatic club aims to create
awareness among the children about the danger of excessive use of drugs in the
society, through such competitions. The winners of the story writing competition
were-

Name
Aishanya
Mishra
Sheela
Yadav
Taniya
Patel
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Class/Sec Result
VIII/G

I

VIII/G

II

VIII/D

III

Aishanya Mishra

Sheela Yadav

VIII- G

VIII- G
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International Day of Yoga

Yoga, is the journey
of the self, to the self,
through the self
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Good health is not merely restricted to
freedom from illness, it is about overall
wellness. Our institution continuously takes
up several initiatives to encourage its
members (students, teachers, administrative
as well as support staff) to lead a healthy life
– a life free from tension, diseases &
sickness. We believe that the path towards
wellness can be achieved through yoga.
Yoga integrates body, mind & intellect. It
enables individuals to be fit, to lead a
balanced life. In this century, we are
experiencing the unifying power of Yoga
which is in fact integrating humanity.
The International Day of Yoga was observed
at our school under the flagship of UNESCO
Club on 21st June 2017 with the aim of
bringing peace, harmony & happiness to
every member of our institution .This was a
great opportunity to imbibe the value of
discipline among students. Students of
classes VI – XI along with their subject
teachers performed yoga between 7 am to 8
am under the guidance of their yoga
teachers. The program began with a prayer
& a speech followed by mass yoga display
of different asanas. Finally it ended up with
„Pranayama‟ & meditation.
We express our heartfelt thanks to our
Honourable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra
Modi for providing an opportunity to the
schools to celebrate this day. We are also
thankful to CBSE for inculcating yoga as a
part of school curriculum. We are also
thankful to our school management for their
continuous support in order to make this
event a successful one.
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World Day to Combat Desertification & Drought
The World Day to Combat Desertification & Drought was celebrated on 17 th June 2017. On
this occasion, the Energy Club of our School organised various competitions for different
classes. Mrs. J.P. Bhamra led the team of the students & teachers in conducting various
activities. Poster making competition was organised for class VI & VII and Essay/Poem
writing for class VIII & IX. This competition provided the students a platform to show case
their talent and creativity. The students came up with amazing and innovative ideas.
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POSTER MAKING COMPETITION (CLASS VI-VIII)

ESSAY/POEM WRITING COMPETITION (CLASS IX-X)

TOPIC- OUR, LAND, OUR HOME, OUR FUTURE

TOPIC- OUR, LAND, OUR HOME, OUR FUTURE

Aditi Goyal

Drishti Gupta

VII C

VII C

Kashish Agrawal

Megha Kedia

Jiya Goyal

IX D

IX F

IX D
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World Environment Day
To celebrate the „World Environment Day‟ on O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh, had
organised a unique programme to motivate the children in afforestation programme to
save Mother Earth. The plantation drive was organised on 11.7.17, to observe this
important day where 30 saplings were planted. Honourable Principal of O.P. Jindal
School, Mr. R.K Trivedi Sir took the first hand initiave to explain the serious need of
such afforestation programmes and ensured the survival of the saplings planted that
day.
The students were also taken for a short tour around the school campus to observe and
identify various animals and plants species. They were curious and interested to learn
about various flora and fauna. Science teachers who escorted the children made
sincere effort to make the children know about the medicinal values of different plants,
concept of paratism, mutualism, ansd symbiosis.

International Mother Earth Day
Junior Eco Club of Primary wing in collaboration with UNESCO club, organised
International Mother Earth Day for classes IV & V on 21.4.17 and for classes II &
III on 22.04.17. This special assembly started with morning prayer, News, Thought for
the day, Poem, Speech based on the above topic. Green song was sung by Jr. Choir of
OPJS. The students were administered the Green Pledge. Green Show on saving
resources was presented by the students of classes IV & V. The Junior Eco Club
organised Poster making and Slogan Writing on “Save Birds” for classes IV and
V. The students participated with great enthusiasm and effort to show their interest and
talent.
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Earth Day was enthusiastically celebrated by senior wing (Class IX – X). They
presented beautiful thoughts, news, speeches, poems and dance. A skit on „‟Save
Earth‟‟ was also presented by the students. Mime and dance were also performed by
the students which depicted utilizing our resources. Informative presentation on
Earth Day was given by the teachers of the Eco Club. The power point presentation
was educative and age appropriate which emphasised on motivating the students with
the useful do‟s and don‟ts regarding Global Warming, Pollution, Conservation of
Natural Resources, importance of going green and the concept of three R‟s- Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle. Honourable Principal of O.P. Jindal School, Mr. R.K. Trivedi Sir,
gave his valuable message and depicted his concern for this vital issue.

“The Earth does not belong to man, man belongs to earth.”

World Entrepreneurship Day
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The second Friday of April was officially observed as World Entrepreneurship Day.
The students of classes X and XII celebrated World Entrepreneurship Day on 17th
April, 2017 with a medley of educational and stage activities. The activities were
organized by the Financial Literacy and Consumer Club in collaboration with
UNESCO Club.
The program began with an introductory speech by Nisha Patel and Indu Batra on the
meaning and importance of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. It was then followed
by a skit about a challenging real life entrepreneur‟s development. A poem on
Entrepreneurship was recited by Shreya Agrawal. The event began with a Power Point
presentation on introduction, scope, challenges and benefits by Aishwarya Rai, Praneet
Kaur and Harsh Sharaf. This was followed by a motivational video on importance of
believing in oneself. The program concluded with the words of wisdom and blessings
from Headmistress Madam reminding students about the importance of discipline. The
session made the audience understand how entrepreneurs constantly work hard for the
growth and prosperity in their concerned areas. The students learned about various
career options which will be created in this field.
Entrepreneur!!

World Health Day
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The World Health Day is a global health awareness day celebrated every year on 7th
April 2017 in order to draw worldwide attention to the subject of major importance
i.e. global health. On this day, a special assembly incorporating a health counselling
program was conducted at our school by Jr. Red Cross Society in collaboration with
UNESCO Club and Health & Wellness Club for the students in classes VI-VIII. The
program was based upon the current year‟s theme set by the World Health
Organization (i. e „Depression - Let‟s Talk‟) and other aspects related to general
health.

The programme began with a welcome address followed by a speech and a poem
recitation in Hindi. This part of the program was conducted by the students of
Class X under the guidance of the club in-charges & teachers. This was followed
by the health counseling programme which was divided into two phases :
Session conducted by the School Doctor:
Our school doctor (Dr. Monika Tripathi) counselled the students of secondary and
higher secondary, with the aim of enhancing their awareness about the necessity of
adopting good health practices and healthy habits through a brief yet highly
informative presentation. She discussed highly significant health issues which often
remain unaddressed in the course of regular teaching. Students were enlightened
about the following :
 Cleanliness. Its significance in relation to good health
 Personal hygiene ; its importance in the light of healthy development and
general wellbeing
 Healthy food habits ; benefits of taking proper breakfast & healthy snacks
 Health tips to stay safe during summer season
This phase of the session was concluded by encouraging the students to take good
care of their health during teenage, which is the most crucial stage of growth
development.
Session conducted by school Principal :
The second phase of the counselling program was conducted by Principal Sir .In
this session, he rearticulated the gist & significance of the health issues which
had already been discussed session. He specially re- emphasized upon the summer
health tips which included the following :
 Having nutritious breakfast in addition to milk
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 Being attentive towards maintenance of personal hygiene
 Drinking water and other healthy drinks in abundance
 Having seasonal vegetables & fruits
 Avoiding deep fried , junk food & food kept in refrigerator for long time
 Safeguarding one - self against the sun rays
Observation of Health Day in Pre-Primary and Primary Wing
The World health day was also observed on 7/4/17 in the Pre-Primary Wing to create
the awareness among the young toddlers for taking care of their health and hygiene.
To mark as epitome, an oral health care day was observed on the same day.
Firstly, the story was narrated about the „Tooth Fairy‟ to make the students imagine
the dental problems and feel the importance of oral health. To have a greater impact of
story, teaching aids were also used in the story narration. Secondly children also drew
healthy tooth and unhealthy tooth in their activity notebook and learnt to give the
shape to their creativity; thirdly presentation was made on smart classes regarding the
Health and hygiene
On the occasion of „World Health Day, on April 7 th and 8th 2017, the students of
classes II and III brought fruits in their lunch boxes. And the students of classes IV and
V prepared charts and posters on this topic. The students were taught about importance
of healthy food to remain fit and happy during the growing stages and to lead a healthy
life.
The teachers discussed with the students about the measures of good health. The
students were explained about the food items to be added in their diet for the proper
growth. The importance of hygiene and cleanliness was explained. Group discussion
on good food habits was conducted in the class. The students have actively
participated in the debate on the topic “Healthy food and Junk food”.
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REPUBLIC DAY
The programme started with the
arrival of the hon’ble chief guest, The
Executive Director, JSPL Mr. Pankaj
Goutam who was escorted by the NCC
cadets and a team of teachers. The tricolour was hoisted by the chief guest
followed by National Anthem. The
students of O.P. Jindal school
presented a melodious group song
“Chhoro kal ki batein, kal ki baat
purani”.
Students presented their
oratory skills through speeches which
left us spell-bound.
The inspiring speeches were given by
honourable E.D. Sir and our revered
Principal Sir. Mr. R.K. Trivedi. Students and
teachers were specially invited by Hon’ble
Chairman, Mr. Naveen Jindal to attend the
program at Polo Ground, where he presented
his motivational speech. The program
concluded with sweets distribution before
dispersal.
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National Youth Day

is celebrated to commemorate the birthday of our revered Swami
Vivekananda, the maker of Modern India. It was first declared by the Government of India in the year
1984.
This day was celebrated under the flag of Literary and Dramatic Club on the eve of 152 birth anniversary
of Swami Vivekananda. With morning prayer, and lighting of lamps, our beloved Principal sir, R.K.
Trivedi inaugurated the programme.
Skits, dramas and mime which were performed, mainly focused on the present generation, left everyone
touched. The participants, armed with sufficient matter and data made their arguments more emphatic
with their righteous facial expressions, body movements and gestures. All the participants exhibited
great dramatic skills.
Students and teachers also threw light on the contributions of Swamiji for the social and economic
upliftment of the masses, through their speeches.
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World AIDS Day, annually observed on December 1, is
a time for reflection on what we have achieved with
regard to the national and global response to HIV, and
what we still need to achieve. This day is observed to
commemorate those who have passed on and to raise
awareness about AIDS and the global spread of the HIV
virus. Our school also actively contributed to this
global endeavour.
This year the Jr. Red Cross Society , Eco Club, Health
& Wellness Club of our school collaboratively
organized a special assembly program and other
activities to make our students aware of the
significance of this day. Students in the Senior Wing
(classes X-XII)
actively participated under the
guidance of our dedicated team of teachers , school
doctor and counselor to make this event a successful
one.
A special assembly was organized for classes X- XII on
1st December 2016. Students in classes X to XII actively
participated in this assembly by delivering thought ,
speeches and self composed poems based upon the
current year’s theme under the guidance of their
teachers ( Mrs Radharani Rao, Mrs. Chandra Pareek
and Mr. Mukesh Rathore. To further enrich the learning
experience of students
videos and power point
presentations prepared by the students of class X under
the guidance of Dr. Monika Tripathi (school doctor)
and counselor (Mrs. Sujata Banerjee (counselor) were
shown to the students. Our Principal, Mr. R.K Trivedi
was presented the AIDS ribbon by the Head Boy of the
school) This effort has garnered quite a lot of attention
from the senior students and also raised awareness
among them. Other than that, these activities have
come out to be a unique awareness strategy actively
involving the student community to combat the
problem of AIDS and HIV.

Special Assembly

Let’s join hands…
To fight…
To protect…
To give…
Our loved ones
A healthy TOMORROW
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16th October

World Food Day is a day of action against hunger.
This day celebrates the creation of the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nation
(FAO). To observe this day, the Eco Club of O. P.
JINDAL SCHOOL, RAIGARH organized an activity
where the children from classes VI to VIII
displayed different healthy food items with their
nutritional value.

Eat
Good
Feel
Good
They also prepared colorful charts and posters which depicted important information regarding
vitamins, minerals and fibers. It was a great learning experience for the children as they came to know
about the amount of calorie and nutrition present in different food items.

29th September
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World Heart Day is a campaign established to
spread awareness about the health of heart
among common people throughout the world.
The Jr. Red Cross Society in collaboration with
the Health & Wellness Club took the initiative and
organized a special assembly program in the
school auditorium on 29th September 2016.
Students

of

the

above

mentioned

clubs

participated in this program enthusiastically
under the guidance of Mrs. Radharani Rao (PGT,
Department of English). A Self composed poem
was recited by a senior school student based on
the

functions of heart

and

the need for

preserving its health.

World Heart Day was also observed in the primary wing of our school through a special
assembly program presented by the little ones under the guidance of Mrs. Sunita Kapoor (
Coordinator ). The second half of session was conducted by Mr. Sudipto Mukherhee ( Yoga
Instructor ).It was focused on enumerating the benefits of yoga in the context of all round
development of children. On the occasion of World Heart Day, charts were prepared by the
students of classes IV & V.
Health counseling program was conducted by
medical professionals in to make students
aware about heart health. The first part of the
counseling session was conducted
Monika Tripathi

by Dr.

(school doctor ) and the

second part was conducted by Dr Mrinal Roy
Chaudhury ( General Physician at Fortis O.P.
Jindal Hospital & Research Centre).
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World Peace Day
21st September
There is no way to peace. Peace is the only
way.

World Peace Day was observed in the primary
wing of our school through a special assembly
program presented by the little ones under the
guidance of Mrs. Sunita Kapoor (Coordinator).
Fancy Dress show was organized by the tiny tots
of class-III. They were dressed meaningfully to
depict the important messages related to the
conservation of peace and harmony. Through
different programmes like dance, songs etc. They
tried to convey the message to protect the mother
earth and its environment through their work.
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“The best teacher is the one who
suggests rather than dogmatizes,
and inspires his listener with the wish
to teach himself.”
~ Edward Bulwer-Lytton

In India 5th September is celebrated as Teachers' Day as a mark of tribute to the contribution made by
teachers to the society. 5th September is the birthday of a great teacher Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan,
To celebrate Teacher’s day, Senior and Middle wing
students of O.P. Jindal School took the initiative of
organizing a special assembly . A special song was
sung by Jr. choir group in the glory of teachers. It
was followed by an enchanting dance form, “Guru
Vandana”. The role play of Dr. Radhakrishnan along
with the narration on his life history was presented
beautifully.
The thoughts, poems and speeches were based
on the tireless and endless efforts of the
teachers. In her address Head Mistress, Mrs.
Leena

Chacko

spoke

about

the

great

personality, Dr. Radhakrishnan, who was a
staunch believer of education, and was the
well-known diplomat, scholar, President of
India and above all a Teacher.

A truly special teacher is very wise, she sees tomorrow in every child’s eyes.
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Inter House Cross Country Race

23rd July, 2016

Run for Health, Happiness & Skill development
To bring out the importance of good health, happiness & skill development, Cross
Country race was organized under the flagship of UNESCO and Sports Club jointly, on
23rd July, 2016. The athletes for all houses had participated with great vigor.
Honourable Principal of our school had encouraged the team for their performance.
Prizes and accolades were given to boost the enthusiasm of the participants.

International Day of Yoga 21st June 2016
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Students assembled in the field at 6.30 A.M. with the teachers and they performed
different asanas, om chanting, pranayam and meditation under the leadership of
Mrs Manju Singhania. She conveyed the benefits of yoga and its importance in
details for the children of different age groups.
One hour Yoga session was practiced by the students and the teachers. Honourable
Principal Sir took active part in the program. The session helped everyone to reduce
the stress and strengthen their body and soul.
The students learnt the importance of yoga as physical, mental and spiritual
practice. A powerpoint presentation on Yoga was shown to students to explain its
importance in one’s life.
-- Creations on Display Board—

To spread the awareness of yoga and its benefits, children prepared the display
board with the charts displaying various asanas and its importance.
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International Mother Earth Day 22nd April 2016

International Mother Earth day that falls on 22nd April, 2016 each year, was
celebrated with great enthusiasm in school premises. The students participated in
the special assembly conducted by the Eco Club ‘Maina’ to commemorate this day.
Approximately 150 students participated in various activities like green thought,
green news, green pledge, green song, green poem, green speech, green skit and a
special power point presentation was an integral part of all this celebration. They
tried to convey the message to protect the mother earth and its environment
through their work.
The students enjoyed observing the Earth Day and learnt to create awareness
among themselves and also about their surroundings to keep Mother Earth green
and clean by following the concept of the three R’s ….

(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle).
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Green Volunteers 2016-17

Programmes organized by Jr. Eco Club to observe International Mother Earth Day

Visit to vermi-compost plant , JSPL
To inculcate the concern for environment, the students of classes IV & V were
taken to the vermi-compost plant in JSPL. They were shown the natural process
of making compost by using plant wastes with the help of earthworms.
Students prepared charts and posters to show the process.
Plantation programme in JSPL, Parsada colony
150 girls planted almost 500 saplings in Parsada colony to observe Mother Earth
Day. This helped them to know about the significance of ecological system on
earth. They understood the consequences of deforestation and advantages of
afforestation.
-- Creations on Display Board--

On 22nd April, 2016 to observe International Mother Earth Day, children prepared a
colourful display board in the auditorium to create the awareness to save Mother
Earth.
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World Health Day

7th April 2016
Your
Health is
your wealth.

The World Health Day is a global health awareness day celebrated every year on 7
April in order to draw worldwide attention to the subject of major importance i.e.
global health. On this day, a health counselling session was conducted in our school
for the senior students (classes IX-X) and teachers on the theme ‘Beat Diabetes’ current year’s theme of WHO. The students and teachers were explained about the
link between stress and diabetes in reference to different research findings.

Dr. Monica Tripathi gave the tips to reduce stress and focussed on the changes in our
lifestyle as the major cause for diabetes. The students were also told about the harmful
effects of eating junk food. They were told about the healthy and unhealthy food
habits. The power point presentation was informative and based on facts.
Children were interested and inquisitive and learnt various facts and noted tips on
healthy lifestyles to beat the diseases.
-- Creations on Display Board--

To observe the Health Day on 7th April 2016, children prepared the boards which
displayed the charts on healthy eating habits and the benefits of colourful vegetables
and fruits.
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World Water Day

22nd March 2016

The International Water Day which falls on 22nd March of every year was celebrated
with great enthusiasm and high spirits in the school campus by the students and the
staff members under the flagship of UNESCO.
Through different inspiring programs, agendas and activities, we were able to
establish a culture of sustainability among our children and inculcate the habit of
saving precious water. Children enthusiastically took efforts to organize different
awareness programs and researched on desalinization processes to produce fresh
water from saline sea water in cost-effective ways.
# Awareness program through NEWS UPDATES, SPEECH and POWERPOINT
PRESENTATION related to the Sustainable methods of its usage.
# Research work on the technologies of desalinization, including reverse osmosis,
distillation, electro dialysis, and vacuum freezing.

# Field experiment and discussion on Sprinkler irrigation – the mechanism and the
water conservation methods.
#Discussion on the topic “WATER AND JOBS” focusing on how enough quantity and
quality of water can change workers’ lives and livelihoods and even transform
societies and economies.
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UNESCO-ASPnet Activity
Goal of ASPnet
Inspired by the UNESCO constitution, Associated School Project network (ASPnet)
aims to promote quality education for all in pursuit of justice, liberty, peace and
human development.
Objectives of ASPnet
 To focus on and to promote quality education as a right of all learners
emphasizing the dimensions of quality that is inherent in UNESCO’s mandate.
 To reinforce, disseminate, and mainstream good practice.
 To promote local expression as beacon of UNESCO ideas, especially learning to
living together in peace and harmony.
 To contribute to sustainable socio-economic/cultural development, with special
attention to issues relevant to the 21st century.
The four study themes proposed to Associate Schools are:
 World concerns and the role of the United Nations system.
 Education for sustainable development.
 Peace and human rights.
 Intercultural learning.
Associated Schools are invited to create innovative pedagogical projects, to design
new teaching materials and methods and to develop exchanges between students and
teachers the world over. Each school adapts these activities to its own centers of
interest, capacities values and ideas, but to put these into practice in school life.
O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh is a part of the UNESCO accredited ASPnet school. We
realize our role in this world of learning and exploring many milestones. The school
strives hard to create many innovative pedagogical projects to create a more
connected world.
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